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Abstract: 
Efficient asset maintenance is key for delivering services such as transport. Current rail maintenance processes have 
been mostly reactive with a recent shift towards exploring proactive modes. The introduction of new ubiquitous 
technologies and advanced data analytics facilitates the embedding of a ‘predict-and-prevent’ approach to managing 
assets. Successful, user-centred integration of such technology is still, however, a sparsely understood area. This 
study reports results from a set of interviews, based on Critical Decision Method, with rail asset maintenance and 
management experts regarding current procedural aspects of asset management and maintenance. We analyse and 
present the results from a human-centric sensemaking timeline perspective. We found that within a complex 
sociotechnical environment such as rail transport, asset maintenance processes apply not just at local levels, but also 
to broader, strategic levels that involve different stakeholders and necessitate different levels of expertise. This is a 
particularly interesting aspect within maintenance that has not been discussed as of yet within a process-based and 
timeline-based models of asset maintenance. We argue that it is important to consider asset maintenance activities 
within both micro (local) and macro (broader) levels to ensure reliability and stability in transport services. We also 
propose that the traditionally distinct notions of individual, collaborative and artefact-based sensemaking are in fact 
all in evidence in this sensemaking context, and argue that a more holistic view of sensemaking is therefore 
appropriate by placing these results within an amended Recogntion Primed Decsion making model.  
 





Asset Management has been widely explored within different domains in industry (Vanier 2001). 
According to European Maintenance Standards (EN 13306:2001. (2001), maintenance constitutes all the 
actions necessary during an asset’s operational lifecycle. These actions can be technical, managerial or 
administrative and aim to either sustain, fix or replace an asset so that it is in a state to deliver its function 
successfully. These actions span both specific maintenance work for the assets themselves, as well as 
strategic approaches to ensure the appropriate work programmes, technologies and procedures are in place 
for reliable maintenance. Maintenance management, for example, entails a number of activities such as 
inventory and procurement, computerized maintenance systems, operational involvement, total productive 
maintenance (TPM), technical and interpersonal training, statistical financial optimization, reliability 
maintenance and, more recently, preventive and proactive maintenance (Marquez and Gupta 2006).  
 
Without appropriate asset maintenance, services run high risks of failure with knock-on effects for user 
satisfaction and asset professionals’ performance (Markeset and Kumar 2003). Considering all the factors 
contributing to the degeneration of assets (e.g. useage, weather, finances etc.), and that maintenance spans 
both technical and managerial levels, asset maintenance can be expensive and may absorb the largest part 
of operations budget in a company (Garg and Deshmukh 2006). If a malfunction occurs, asset 
professionals are notified (e.g. via a phone call) and are requested to inspect and resolve the problem. In 
this case, asset treatment occurs if and only if an asset failure is detected and appropriately 
acknowledged. Therefore, reactive maintenance approaches require speedy reaction and diagnosis of the 
failure in order to recover service as soon as possible, but by this time costly service disruption may 
already have occurred (Golightly and Dadashi 2017).  
Historically, the means to prevent failure has been scheduled inspection or renewal, however this involves 
much manual labour to inspect assets, can involve redundant inspection and even unnecessary renewal, 
and may still not identify assets that might fail due to unexpectedly rapid deterioration (Ahren and Parida 
2009).  Empirically-driven maintenance can potentially increase the speed of diagnosis and maintenance 
reactions. This goes beyond simple remote condition monitoring of an asset, to analyse patterns of 
performance and degradation over time and over classes of assets. Not only does this lead to a better 
understanding of asset’s lifecycle and health status, it supports the adaptation of maintenance regimes to 
reflect the needs of the asset, rather than inefficient fixed schedules, thus saving cost and ensuring service 
continuity. Longer term, greater knowledge of asset performance can be fed back into the supply chain as 
they redesign assets to better reflect operational conditions (Golightly, Kefalidou and Sharples, 2017).  
 
Effective user-centred design of computerized asset maintenance systems becomes mandatory if 
technology is to support new ways for providing asset maintenance understanding (Dadashi et al. 2014; 
Houghton and Patel 2017). Associated challenges include not only initial increased costs and resources, 
but also understanding and defining performance metrics that are both historically and empirically-driven, 
and setting up new standards and expectations for the reliability, safety and affordability of the railway 
services (Zoeteman 2006).This may be particularly challenging when, as with rail, technologies are being 
retrofitted onto existing assets and into existing working practices and culture (Ciocoiu, Siemieniuch and 
Hubbard 2015). Given the strategic nature of maintenance, decision making from planning, strategy and 
collaboration is just as important in human factors consideration of predictive maintenance as human-
machine interface design (Golightly et al., 2017). 
 
Prior asset maintenance models focused on mapping processes across the asset lifecycle. Within the rail 
network setting, key themes for asset maintenance include: strategy and planning, decision-making, asset 
knowledge, delivery planning, organization and people, review and improvement (Office of Rail 
Regulation Report, 2012). We argue that to improve the above processes, we first need to identify how 
human asset operators and managers understand and interpret asset data and what process stages are 
involved in that. It is these aspects that attempt to model in regards to asset maintenance in railways within 
this paper. 
The work presented in this paper contributed to research developing a predictive maintenance 
architecture that could encompass a number of specific predictive maintenance technologies within a 
single, flexible platform for an urban metro system (Myers et al., 2016). The specific aim of the human 
factors work reported in this paper was to understand current maintenance decision-making stages and 
processes, with a view to informing use cases and requirements that would both support human-machine 
interface design, and inform the wider project of typical decisions and the operational context in which 
the architecture would be embedded. An approach based on sense-making (Kefalidou and Houghton 
2016) and recognition-primed decision making (Baber and McMaster 2016, Klein 1993) was used to 
ground the analysis of decision-making, as this draws on how asset professionals use their prior 
experiences and expertise shape both how they respond to specific asset failures, and how the approach 
more strategic questions of effective maintenance.  
 
The contributions of this paper are:  
 Identifying a set of decisions for both current, small scale, individual maintenance activities 
(micro) and larger maintenance programmes and processes (macro).  
 Describing a set of cognitive activities associated with these decisions that would need to be 
reflected in future predictive maintenance solutions 
 Discussing, in sensemaking terms, both the advantages of predictive over reactive 
maintenance, and those aspects of current decision-making that must be reflected in future predictive 
maintenance solutions.   
 
2. Background 
2.1 Maintenance Models and Frameworks 
A number of maintenance models have been generated that are either based on performance, empirical, 
theoretical and process-based approaches in an attempt to track down maintenance processes to 
minimize costs and challenges. The majority of such process models usually focus on information 
provision and information flow in maintenance. Asset-related information is necessary to establish a 
baseline understanding of what an asset’s expected lifecycle is, what the available budget is and what the 
associated actions would need to be. Jones and Sharp (2007) provided an example of such a cyclic 
process in built maintenance where policy plays a start-up role in triggering the maintenance process, 
which mainly consists of information collection, modelling and planning activities. Other maintenance 
models focus on mapping the process activities that emphasise on the interoperability, necessary to be 
established in-between the different maintenance phases. Hassanain, Froese and Vanier (2001) proposed 
a performance requirements model that incorporates measuring, planning and managing activities 
(Hassanain, Froese and Vanier 2001). Other models are based more on processing failure modes and 
knock-on effects from a reliability maintenance perspective (e.g.  Braaksma, Klingenberg and Veldman 
2013).  
 
It is understood that existing maintenance process models focus on sequential task-oriented processes 
(Hassanain, Froese and Vanier 2001; Braaksma, Klingenberg and Veldman 2013; Zoeteman, 2006). 
Few of them only (see Jones and Sharp 2007), acknowledge the importance of human factors within 
assets maintenance process life-cycle or recognize potential iterative steps embedded within identified 
processes. This seems to be rather counter-intuitive considering that it is human actors (operators and 
asset managers) who formulate and execute asset maintenance plans and actions.  
 
Existing asset maintenance frameworks focus either on operations management and decision-making 
(e.g. Pintelon and Gelders 1992) or on developing maintenance management toolkits that support 
advanced computations based on asset failure occurrences, optimizing actions and in-house policies (e.g. 
Pintelon and Van Wassenhove (1990) or on maintenance performance analyses (e.g. Vanneste and van 
Wassenhove 1995). Madu (2000) approached asset maintenance management from an organizational 
perspective based on which, effective maintenance and reliability can be offered only when all the 
organization departments (and not only asset maintenance and management groups) work together 
towards a common goal (e.g. a highly reliable, safe and robust system is maintained). Chang (1998) 
acknowledged that in order to manage and support a wider maintenance goal network (e.g. through a 
more free and extended provision of information flow), more powerful computational tools and 
infrastructure are needed (Chang 1998). 
  
More recently, Too (2010) posits the need to link asset management and asset maintenance processes 
more strongly. Within the proposed framework, decision-making plays a fundamental role in creating 
business value (e.g. capital investments such as finding the funds and sponsoring new asset projects), in 
making decisions on maintenance requirements (e.g. decisions made by asset managers) and on target 
service levels (e.g. Lost Customer Hours (LCH) within a rail service context). Rail infrastructure 
appears to be moving from re-active models of asset maintenance to more ‘predict-and-prevent’ models 
where intelligent systems are embedded within the complex socio-technical transport network 
(Zoeteman 2006; Al Douri, Tretten and Karim 2016;  Zoeteman 2001; Bousdekis et al  2015; Moore 
and Starr 2006). Such intelligent infrastructure incorporates the use of remote sensors that provide 
condition-based maintenance approaches whereby the sensors attached to the assets track asset health 
data continuously (Bousdekis et al 2015; Campos 2009; Garci, Schmid and Collado 2003; Wang, Peter 
and Lee, 2007). Ollier (2006) discusses the implications of transitioning from a legacy-based 
maintenance approach to more condition-based monitoring approaches within the context of monitoring 
assets continuously. Increased complexity within the network is a clear implication, opening up new 
challenges and opportunities for handling new asset data (Ollier 2006; Brickle et al 2008). For example, 
overlaying and matching disparate asset information poses new challenges for data analytics and data 
interpretation, both necessary for enhancing maintenance decision-making and for reducing associated 
maintenance costs – however, new opportunities arise for obtaining and calculating dynamic asset health 
thresholds that provide more accuracy and reliability in understanding asset status (Ollier 2006; Brickle 
et al 2008).  
 
In railways particularly, the so-called ‘Intelligent Infrastructure’ (II) model incorporates a set of new 
maintenance support interventions such as  forecasting algorithms, distributed sensors, live CCTV and 
head-mounted cameras that facilitate ‘live’ monitoring of maintenance conditions and assets’ health 
status (Network Rail et al. 2007). The purpose of II is to provide a framework to synthesise ‘live’ 
empirical assets’ data to improve maintenance regimes, increase reliability and stability in services as 
well as increase operational and human performance.  Dadashi et al (2014), argued that II in rail 
networks demand for new ways to understand the raw asset data, process it accordingly to transform it to 
information and intelligence to provide an appropriate proactive infrastructure for asset maintenance. 
According to Dadashi et al (2014), this data processing - necessary for supporting II - has a serial nature 
that builds up gradually from raw data to business intelligence.  We argue that in order to develop 
appropriate interoperable technological infrastructure that facilitate II needs, we need to understand first 
how engineers understand asset data and how they interact with it. To do so, within this paper we draw 
insights from existing theories in sensemaking. 
 
2.2 Sensemaking Processes 
Asset maintenance entails complex processes, especially during the phases of understanding what the 
asset failure is, what caused it and how to resolve it.  A large part of the process of understanding what 
the asset failure is relies upon the existing knowledge and expertise of individual operators. This prior 
knowledge is synthesized with current knowledge and intelligence and formulates a coherent, plausible 
account for a given situation (e.g. an asset failure). This process is known as individual sensemaking. 
Sense in its core can take two forms: the impasse of a subjective individual understanding of the 
environment and the more objective product (or artefact) which facilitates the understanding and 
sharing of a situation description (Baber and McMaster 2016). Individual sensemaking makes use of 
one’s own prior experience and knowledge through appropriate cognitive structures called schemas – 
according to Klein et al (2007), the process of individual sensemaking takes place in dynamic 
environments to guide both understanding and action. Prior literature considers sensemaking as a 
Recognition-Primed Decision model (RPD) (Klein 1993). Klein and Crandall (1995) proposed an RPD 
model based on expert interviews conducted with experienced commanders in fire brigade which was 
later further developed to address more dynamic contexts (e.g. Klein 2011). According to this model 
(Figure 1 below), expert decision-makers assess a given situation that for example, disrupted their goal 
(e.g. in rail asset maintenance that would involve tracking down what has happened and a service was 
disrupted) and then they extract appropriate cues that will lead them to a phase of pattern recognition 
(Baber and McMaster 2016). Identifying patterns within a given situation will activate action scripts that 
will in turn initiate an internal mental simulation utilizing their existing mental models. Mental 
simulation, which is an evaluation stage where the course of action is assessed (as per Klein 1993) feeds 
back into the action scripts that determine the decided actions, which will in turn affect (and/or change) 
the given situation (e.g. in rail maintenance that would involve dispatching the individual ground 
engineer  investigate and fix the asset).  
 
The Data-Frame Model (Klein et al 2006) fits within the RPD Model (Baber and McMaster 2016). 
According to Klein et al (2006a; 2006b), frames constitute conceptual constructs that can be explanatory 
structures accounting for the data (where data can be interpreted as events and stimuli such as maps, 
stories, diagrams). Frames can also shape the data within a closed-loop transition sequence between 
mental models (representing explanatory backward-looking processes) and mental simulation 
(representing anticipatory forward-looking processes) (Figure 1). Within this process, individuals that 
engage in sensemaking attempt to place data into frames, structures and contexts to gain meaning. In that 
sense, the Data-Frame Model aligns with RPD Model but emphasises different processes and 
interactions. For example, the RPD Model focusses on how people derive a series of patterns through 
their experiences in an attempt to provide a description of the causal factors of a given ambiguous 
situation. On the other hand, the Data-Frame Model focusses on investigating the interactions and 
relationships between the data (e.g. maps, diagrams, stories etc.) and the frames (i.e. explanatory 
structures).  
[INSERT FIG. 1 HERE] 
Fig. 1 The Recognition-Primed Decision (RPD) Model (Baber and McMaster 2016; Klein 1993) 
 
Apart from individual sensemaking processes, sensemaking can be assisted through the use of artefacts. 
Artefacts can be anything that exist within the situational environment (internal and external) of a 
sensemaker (e.g. an actor or operator) and can take the form of either cognitive aids (which people can 
use to offload the information they process during their sensemaking activity – e.g. language and 
speech) or physical aids (with which people can interact and sensemake). Within this context, artefacts 
in sensemaking can facilitate a link between internal representations of a situation (e.g. mental models) 
and external representations of a situation (e.g. physical models and objects)(Attfield & Blandford, 
2011). Furthermore, artefacts in sensemaking can play the role of task-relevant information 
representations that are amenable to progressive transformations that take place through data 
combinations, representations and interpretations. Indeed, such combinations and interpretations are a 
product of a joint processing approach that involves artefacts, individuals, work-flows, information 
flows and system components that interact with each other to provide a system-level cognition (Perry 
2003; 2013).  
 
Extending the notion of sensemaking with artefacts and the need to establish a ‘common ground’, 
sensemaking -as a process- can manifest strong collaborative elements. Sensemaking according to 
Weick (1995) constitutes a collaborative, intrinsically-social process whereby a set of different ideas are 
developed that entail a set of explanatory possibilities aiming to facilitate and explain different 
understandings through the construction of a shared meaning. Collaborative sensemaking aims to 
construct socially-shared cognitions and co-construct shared meanings within systemic environments 
and amongst the people/agents that lie and interact in them. According to Weick (1995), collaborative 
search lies at the heart of collaborative sensemaking and can have a number of different attributes such 
as: 1) characteristics of identity; 2) retrospective reflection; 3) enactment; 4) shared meaning; 5) 
continuity; 6) cues extraction from the environment and 7) action-orientation as a goal rather than 
accuracy. We note the similarities between sensemaking and situation awareness (Endsley, 1995), in that 
both are concerned with interpretation of the world and, particularly for asset maintenance, the 
prediction of future states. Much work in Situation Awareness emphasises the role of a knowledge 
product, or state of awareness, sensemaking is more concerned the ongoing process of framing and 
reframing information (Klein, Moon and Hoffman, 2006a). However alternative accounts (see Stanton et 
al [2017]) emphasise the dynamic nature of situation awareness that is both ‘framed’ by prior 
expectation, and is distributed between people as individuals and teams, and artefacts. 
 
Within the context of rail asset maintenance, the given situation would relate to an asset failure and more 
specifically the cause of the asset failure. In such incidents, information about the asset, associated 
assets, the network and service need to be acquired as much as possible and as fast as possible in order 
to recover the service. Sometimes, factors that result in asset failure are known or expected – usually 
such factors are controlled via planned asset maintenance processes that occur periodically within the 
socio-technical system. However, in reactive maintenance modes when an unexpected failure occurs, 
such factors are often unknown and an expert (e.g. operation and ground engineer) investigation is 
needed to understand and resolve the issue. This may involve reference back to technical systems as 
artefacts, and cross-referencing with other experts and staff. As such, there seems to be a process akin of 
sensemaking within asset maintenance. 
 
2.3 Research Scope 
 
While current investigations in asset maintenance have dealt with frameworks and models orientating 
towards processes, activities and information flow (eg. Jones and Sharp 2007, Pintelon and Gelders 
1992, Pintelon and Van Wassenhove 1990 , Vanneste and van Wassenhove 1995, Hassanain, Froese and 
Vanier 2001; Braaksma, Klingenberg and Veldman 2013; Zoeteman, 2006). There is limited research 
that has unpacked notions of sensemaking that aim to enhance the way that asset professionals 
understand and interact with asset data (Sergeeva 2014; Mardiasmo, Tywoniak, Brown and Burgess 
2008; Schippera and Gerritsb 2017). Approaching asset maintenance with such a lens can provide a 
further insight as to human-centric needs and requirements that emerge within asset maintenance. For 
example, it can show how currently the transition from information to intelligence, identified in Dadashi 
et al (2014), takes place in current practice, and could be supported in future.  
 
The research questions of this paper are therefore:  
 What are the current context, practices and processes for asset maintenance?  
 What is the associated decision-making that takes place within these asset maintenance 
processes? 
 What sensemaking behaviours are present that inform decision making within current asset 
maintenance practices? 
 Can these sensemaking behaviours be described within an adapted recognition-primed 




3.1 Design.  
We conducted light Critical Decision Method (CDM) interviews, which lasted for approximately 1 hour. 
Critical Decision Method is a retrospective Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) technique during which 
professionals are prompted to discuss decision-making key points and experienced incidents in an 
attempt to acquire information regarding their regimes, working patterns and challenges (Klein et al. 
1989).  
 
The reason for choosing CDMs to elicit important information is that they offer opportunities to acquire 
deeper and richer insights from the experts’ perspective in regards to their work tasks while maintaining 
a flexibility based on their responses as our experts came from a quite wide background (e.g. ground 
operators; managers and control operators). More importantly, CDMs allow the experts interviewed to 
identify for themselves those incidents they believe are critical or represenative in terms of outcome, 
staff involvement and knock-on effects on the service (e.g. service disruption and Lost Customer Hours 
(LCHs)). Furthermore, CDMs have been widely used across different domains and themes illustrating 
the depth of enquiries that elicits to identify criticalities and human behaviour (e.g. medicine – Galanter 
and Patel 2005; driving – Walker et al. 2009; emergencies – Mendonca 2007; accidents – Salmon et al. 
2011). CDMs offer interviewees the opportunity to narrate and discuss real-case incidents as they 
occurred within the natural eco-system while the interviewer can guide through the narration (through 
the CDM probes) to aspects interesting to the incident decision-making and sensemaking process. This 
study employed a light version of the prompts provided by Klein et al. (1989) – the used prompts can be 
seen in Table 2. By adopting a light version of the CDM prompts, we allowed flexibility in participants’ 
responses. For example, we provided affordances for participants to provide some responses to all the 
prompts, without necessarily following the standardised serial nature of the prompts but rather 
maintaining flexibility in discussion.  
 
One could argue that CDMs, by being retrospective recollections of critical incidents, can be subject to 
memory retrieval alterations or post-event biases and subjectivity, which in turn can pose challenges in 
re-producing or replicating findings. However, CDMs provide an established method for eliciting expert 
knowledge in a structured yet flexible way that allow for gathering in-depth understandings regarding 
expert knowledge and experience (in this case, that of asset maintenance professionals in Rail). 
Furthermore, the main aim of the present paper was to acquire subjective expert knowledge in regards to 
how maintenance professionals experienced and recalled themselves critical incidents in asset 
maintenance to understand own sensemaking processes and not to compare the different incidents with 
each other. We acknowledge that each maintenance incident entails particularities and individual 
characteristics compared to other similar incidents due to differences in context complexities (e.g. 
natural environment characteristics, time of incident and people involved). As such, a CDM interview 
technique was adopted to obtain the aforementioned knowledge. All interviews were audio recorded 
after participants’ permission using an Olympus digital voice recorder. 
 
3.2 Participants 
Ten Rail professionals (all male but one) were interviewed at their business premises. All professionals 
have worked for many years within Rail. Participants were recruited based on their business’s 
recommendations and had variable seniority roles. Table 1 shows the family of roles our participants 
belong to and their codings. From now on within this paper, we utilise these codings (i.e. participant 1, 
participant 2 etc.) to map the presented data to the expertise and job role of each individual participant. 
Table 1: Participants family of roles (number of participants belonging to this category in parenthesis) 
 
Maintenance Planners for Tracks and Signals (2 – participants 7 and 8) 
Maintenance Manager (2 – participants 1 and 2) 
Engineering Manager (2 – participants 5 and 9) 
Maintenance Sponsor (2 – participants 3 and 6) 
Incident Response and Command Manager (1 – participant 4) 
Asset Maintenance support (1 – participant 10) 
   
As it can be seen in Table 1, professionals currently in managerial and operational positions took part in 
our interviews. In addition, all participants apart from two (i.e. participant 10 and 3) have experience in 
frontline maintenance and engineering operational roles, before moving on to more senior positions. As 
such, all participants were able to provide both strategic and incident (operational)-based perspectives.  
 
2.2 Procedure  
The study was granted Ethics approval by the 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. Professionals were selected 
and recruited through suggestions provided by the corresponding transport infrastructure’s Assets 
Maintenance department. Participants were first introduced to the purpose of the study and signed the 
consent form for agreeing to participate. The session began with eliciting some background information 
and demographics from participants in regards to their training/educational studies, expertise and length 
of current and previous posts (if any) within their rail employee and/or in other organisations. 
Professionals were asked to describe a routine day in an attempt to get them discussing about their 
everyday work activities and demands. They were then prompted to recall interesting incidents from 
their experience up to date. The next stages involved 1) identifying key incidents (as volunteered by the 
professionals) and 2) examine them on a deeper level together (incident identification selection stage). 
The identified key incidents were subjective and drawn from participants’ own interpretations of 
maintenance incident severities. The severity of incidents were judged by participants themselves during 
CDM interview sessions and corresponded to 1) severity and impact of knock-on effects on service 
provision and to them individually for their professional career and development and 2) on 
communication and execution of maintenance tasks. More particularly, professionals were asked to 
describe the incident, being probed for further information whenever necessary (sensemaking of 
situation and ‘what if’ queries). During this process, the researcher was constructing an incident timeline 
based on participants’ discourses. In the end, the researcher and the professionals went through the 
timeline to verify it (timeline construction and verification). The questions asked within these stages 
retained a level of flexibility in terms of the depth that they aimed at or acquired due to individuals’ 
different levels of expertise and domain of work. The CDM interview protocols allow for such key 
incidents identification through the standard prompts employed during the interview as part of the CDM 
protocol. For example, the standard CDM probes (see Table 2) unpacked criticalities in the decisions 
that participants had to make when important (according to their subjective evaluation) incidents 
occurred within the professional life. These probes aimed to elicit details in regards to participants’ 
needs given their discussed critical incident contexts in asset maintenance. While questions retained 
their overall thread theme, they were adjusted accordingly based on the flow of the CDM interview. 
However, depending on the issues that each professional brought forward, certain CDM probes 
overpowered others. Table 2 shows the stages of the CDM interview process alongside with example 
questions per each stage. Specific CDM stages relevant to the key incident identification stage are 
highlighted in light grey colour. These stages particularly are the ones eliciting useful information in 
regards to participants’ decision-making and sensemaking approaches. For example, the ‘timeline 
construction and verification’ CDM stage (Table 2) was the phase where the interviewer and the 
interviewee were co-constructing the key maintenance incident timelines followed by a cross-validation 
and verification of the identified stages and their sequence with the interviewee. During this particular 
stage, the timeline results presented later in the present paper were generated.  
 
Table 2: Interview process with example questions. 
Interview Process  
Content Example questions 
Background information 
and demographics 
What is your expertise background? How many 
years have you been working within XXXXXX? 
Routine activities Could you please describe a routine day? 
Identifying incidents 
(selection stage) 
Could you please elaborate on the X incident? 
What happened? 
Timeline Construction and 
Verification 
Could you please confirm that these are the stages 
you have been through? 
Deepening Understanding  How did you find out? To whom have you spoken 
to? What did you need at that time? 
‘What-if’ queries Could you do something else? If the situation was 
different, what would you do? 
‘Wish list’ What could be a ‘wish-list’ from your perspective 
to improve your everyday work activities? 
    
The CDM interview probes as presented in Table 2 are standard in CDMs (please see Klein, 
Calderwood and MacGregor, 1989; Hoffman, Crandall and Shadbolt, 1998)and have been 
previously used successfully to identify expert knowledge within the context of cognition, 
technology and work (see for examples Tichon 2007; Ross, Anderson, Kodate, Thompson, 
Cox and Malik 2014; Hoffman, Neville and Fowlkes 2009; Okoli, Weller and Watt 2016; 
Rankin, Woltjer and Field 2016). 
 
Data analysis.  
All expert interview sessions were transcribed. Timelines were identified from each of the participant 
responses, corresponding the maintenance processes that they described. Both the transcripts and the 
resulting timelines were reviewed by both first and second author for validation. A thematic analysis was 
then utilised across all transcripts to identify core themes within professionals’ responses. Thematic 
Analysis was chosen as the analytic approach because it is not bound to a particular pre-determined 
theoretical framework allowing for a ‘free-style’ themes and pattern recognition across all the available 
dataset while maintaining flexibility (Braun and Clarke 2006). While these were identified and defined 
by the first author, they were reviewed and validated by the second author who also reviewed transcripts 
in the light of this coding.  
 
 
4. Results and Analysis  
Results are presented in two sections – section 3.1 presents asset maintenance timelines, and section 3.2 
presents decision-making themes. 
 
4.1 Asset Maintenance Timelines  
Considering the subjectivity that a CDM technique may pose as discussed within the Methodology 
section, the results presented here constitute approximations of the reported case studies and incidents 
that aimed to identify key sensemaking and maintenance process stages including decision-making.  
 For the purpose of this paper, we present here two major exemplary sets of asset maintenance timelines 
as identified within our CDM interviews with the maintenance professionals (construction of a key 
incident timeline has been one of the key stages for the adopted CDM interview protocol – please see 
corresponding section in Method). It is important to note at this point that within all the interviews, 
participants discussed about a number of different maintenance incidents and issues. However, for the 
purpose of this paper, we present two representative case studies and their associated timelines (as 
generated and cross-validated with the professionals at the time of the interview).  
Participant data demonstrated the existence of different types of asset maintenance timelines depending 
on the context of application, processes and business priorities. For example, while there is a standard 
set of maintenance steps that need to take place to recover a service, the quality and quantity of these 
steps may vary depending on the application horizon, the time and place of the maintenance incident and 
of course depending on the nature of the maintenance goal. Figure 3 below depicts an example of a 
representative timeline co-constructed with participant 7, discussing a localized operational asset 
maintenance incident. This incident related to drainage issues due to water logs, which was a recurrent 
issue appearing periodically within the operational life of the asset (i.e. tracks and signals).  
 
Broadly, two types of process were highlighted. 
A micro-maintenance process (i.e. localized and operational)– These are processes in response to the 
maintenance of individual assets, normally in the form of a repair or replacement in response to a 
specific asset failure. These processes are micro in that they describe operational processes specific to 
on the ground repairs or replacements. These are often taking place to rectify current, or approaching, 
failures as identified by visual inspection. Also, they may be in response to actual failures identified in 
service, or approaching risks due to changes in context and environment – for example, an approaching 
storms means there is a risk of flooding that requires pumps to be preventatively checked. As a result, 
micro processes can be, though are not always, reactive in their nature and typically operate at a short 
application horizon – such as hours or days – leading to decision-pressure and need to interpret and 
integrate environmental / contextual information to make a judgement. Figure 2 gives an example of a 
micro process timeline elicited during the interview. As Fig. 2 also demonstrates, communication and 
cross-validation processes amongst the service’s and 3rd Party professionals is absolutely necessary to 
ensure high levels of situation, context and process awareness. These types of awareness are necessary 
to be maintained throughout the asset maintenance lifecycle  
 [INSERT FIG. 2 HERE] 
Fig. 2 Example micro-context timeline 
 
A macro-maintenance process (i.e. global and strategic)– The other type of timeline was a 
maintenance process that was more strategic in that it covered a wider geographic area (eg a complete 
line), or a whole category of an asset. Also, this type of process was often triggered in response to 
strategic analysis of emerging asset behaviour and faults. It might also be triggered in response to much 
larger contextual events. For example, the London 2012 Olympics was given as a major trigger to 
assessing asset performance in order to ensure complete asset availability. Another trigger was strategic 
efforts to improve capacity overall by improving signalling performance.  These processes may 
encompass many smaller micro maintenance processes, and therefore we have termed them macro 
maintenance. An example macro-context timeline is presented in Fig. 3.   As Fig. 3 shows, 
communication amongst colleagues and third parties is critical in planning and reacting to maintenance 
needs independently on whether they are short-term and long-term.  Considering the macro-timeline 
presented in Fig. 3, it is evident that the number of decision-making and associated maintenance 
processes increases and the involvement and dependencies on other external and internal parties and 
stakeholders increases as well. Expertise (or lack of) is critical to understand the volume of new asset 
data that comes into the system and when in-house expertise needs to be complemented, it becomes even 
more mandatory to discuss, identify risks and plan mitigations.  
 
[INSERT FIG 3 HERE] 
Fig. 3 Example macro context timeline 
Furthermore, the timeline presented in Fig. 3 covers maintenance processes that are relevant when 
applying corrective planned maintenance rather than when reacting to an unexpected incident of service 
failure.  
4.2.  Nature of Cognition in Asset Maintenance  
What follows next is a thorough walkthrough of identified overarching cognitive elements in asset 
maintenance. The data presented below is also coded in such a manner to demonstrate associated 
sensemaking processes as per RPD model. The presented codes below are formulated on two layers: 1) 
type of sensemaking (i.e. collaborative, individual and artefact-based) and 2) sensemaking stages (e.g. 
situation, data/cue extraction, pattern recognition, action scripts, mental stimulation and mental models). 
Table 3 below shows the sensemaking codes utilised for analysing what professionals reported. 
 
Table 3. Sensemaking Data Codes 
Type of Sensemaking (Code) RPD Sensemaking Stage (Code) Additional 
Collaborative (COLL) Situation (SITU) (RPD Model) Reflective Practice (REFL) 
Individual (INDI) Cue extraction (CUE) (RPD Model) Knowledge / Existing Intelligence (KNOW) 
Artefact-based (ARTE) Pattern Recognition (PATT) (RPD 
 Model) 
 
 Action Scripts (ACT) (RPD Model)  
 Mental Stimulation (MENT-STIM) 
(RPD Model) 
 
 Mental Models (MENT-MODE) 
(RPD Model) 
 
 Processing (PROC)  
 Connection-Making (CONN)  
 
Key decision-making processes as identified within our CDMs, which are shared on an 
operational(micro) and strategic (macro) level in asset maintenance are described below in detail 
providing professionals’ quotes. Furthermore, we map identified themes within professionals’ quotes to 
demonstrate the emergence of these themes within sensemaking and asset maintenance processes. 
 
1) Tasks definition: deciding what strategic maintenance tasks are relevant to promote putting 
organisational service forward is an important first step that needs to take into account the needs and 
requests of external stakeholders. Usually asset managers and professionals placed on managerial roles 
are responsible for setting the themes of asset management and maintenance tasks to be completed on a 
strategic and cultural level. Participant 1 below outlines their managerial role and responsibilities over a 
team for technical assistance. Participant 1 is responsible for defining their team’s priorities, core tasks 
and expectations: 
“I’m responsible for a team for technical assistance and they look after… well, all of the technical 
matters. They’ll look after all of the … defect database [ARTE], which is quite important on the X 
Line.” [participant 1] 
Participant 2 despite being in a completely different post from professional , is responsible for defining 
and determining the business cases within asset maintenance, but are also responsible for assigning 
sponsors to their business cases approved by the business higher ranks: 
“I may do the high level business case (INDI) and if the business (COLL) wants it then I will decide 
(ACT), ok here is a sponsor (COLL) I need this project delivering to a party (ACT)” [participant 2] 
It is clear that there is a strong hierarchical responsibilities approach within asset maintenance and 
indeed in task definition. Each layer of hierarchy maintains a level of control and management yet it 
accepts input on task definition matters from higher in the hierarchy. Furthermore, as it can be seen 
within our quotes, professionals (independently of the type and core of their responsibilities) engage in 
both individual and collaborative activities that lead to action (e.g. maintenance actions such as 
constructing the business case, assigning sponsors and providing the ‘green light’ for project delivery). 
The data also suggests the utilisation of artefacts such as defect databases with which professionals 
interact with as part of monitoring and maintaining asset maintenance data as part of their routine work. 
 
2) Understand current asset: Deciding upon what the current (and forecasted) asset issues, priorities 
and in-between interdependencies are, constitutes a fundamental decision-making phase that needs to 
take place as early as possible. It is part of a sensemaking process, the aim of which is to solidify 
strategic priorities as to what assets need to be tracked and maintained to secure a long-term service 
provision across the whole network. Identifying and acknowledging interdependencies is absolutely 
critical for the smoother operation of the whole network. This decision-making can take place on two 
levels: managerial and operational as participants 1 and 3 highlights below: 
“And we just talk about the issues and raise (COLL)… we talk about any problems we’ve had or any 
accidents (COLL) (REFL). Well, the first thing is accidents or injuries, then failures and delays and so 
on (SITU)… And usually the first bit I get involved in would be rail defect reports (ARTE) and then any 
changes to our plans (ACT). We discuss them (COLL) and [perform] necessary changes to our plans 
(ACT), we’ll discuss them on the conference call (COLL).” [participant 1] 
 “the idea of the XXX process (COLL) is that at the end of it I should have information at my disposal 
(ARTE) that tells me right…this asset isn’t directly straight (CUE)…I need to do something about it 
(CONN)(EVAL)” [participant 3] 
As part of understanding current assets, professionals take part in a number of collaborative processes 
with other professionals to discuss, reflect upon, solidify and action their interpretations of asset 
statuses. As part of this process, they rely on the availability of generated maintenance artefacts such rail 
defect reports. They study these artefacts and they adjust their plans and actions based on the discussions 
they have about them. Particular asset maintenance professionals e.g. managers, rely on such 
maintenance artefacts (e.g. periodic reports) to provide indicators to them and cues insofar as asset 
health behaviour and potential failure. 
 
3) Business process: Within a complex socio-technical system setting, where different parties co-
operate and co-ordinate for the continuous provision of transport services, an overarching strategic aim 
does not exclude a number of emerging sub-strategies coming from all associated parties. Decisions 
need to be made to harmonise the different strategies and to cross-validate how they contribute to 
achieving the overarching business strategy. This decision step is usually coordinated by asset 
managerial staff but also communicated to more operational staff as part of performing asset 
maintenance tasks. Participant 1 provides an example below on how experts aim to utilise different 
means (e.g. visual inspection and observation highlighting that traditional (and perhaps more intuitive) 
maintenance approaches may not always be the most appropriate. To evaluate and decide whether an 
action is appropriate for a particular asset, professionals need to know the asset characteristics and 
nature very well. Usually, such knowledge is being drawn from existing technical knowledge, expertise 
and experience in the field. 
 
“you can follow that up with a visual inspection (ACT), but the visual inspection rarely gives you very 
much more information. You can’t see an internal crack in the rail (KNOW).” – [participant 1] 
 
4) Data Analytics (Data definition): To perform asset maintenance (especially considering the 
strategic shift to more ‘predict-and-prevent’ maintenance approaches) is necessary to decide upon what 
asset data is needed to support such a maintenance model and how can that be defined appropriately to 
minimise inconsistencies and misunderstandings. This decision-making can be performed by both 
managerial (e.g. asset manager) and sponsor staff. Participant 2 highlights how important was for them 
to communicate and link up with other engineers in order to ‘sensemake’, understand and define what 
data they have available and what data they are missing in order to perform their planning tasks. 
“the upgrade was going to deliver the technical stuff nine months before we wanted to implement the 
final X (PLAN) so didn’t already fit so we re-engineered (ACT) in terms of the process so that we can 
push stuff as late as possible or so that we can get the actual performance data (PLAN)(COLL)…we did 
a lot of really good work with the X engineers (COLL) to understand what we did know what we didn’t 
know what we were confident (REFL) about what we needed to measure” – [participant 2] 
 
In this instance, participant 2 (and their colleagues) was collaboratively planning and re-planning for 
delivering innovations and fitting them into the existing infrastructure. This included jointly identifying 
and reflecting upon what knowledge and confidence levels they had available before proceeding with 
extra measurements.  
 
5) Data Analytics (Understanding Data): Part of understanding what asset data is already available 
within the system, is deciding what data to process at which stage and which data to exclude from 
processing. This stage links strongly with stage 4. To be able to make such a decision, an understanding 
of what this data represents is necessary. Participants 6  and 3 below demonstrate in their discussions 
some examples of the processes they adopt to reach an understanding of the data they have available: 
“It depends on the action code (SITU)(ARTE)(KNOW). We have ultrasonic inspections carried out 
throughout the week (ARTE). That’s managed by an external [tech mark](INDI)(COLL), another team. 
It’s managed by X. They have a programme to work to (SITU), so they report to us each night on what 
has been done (ARTE) (COLL) and we have to keep a record of all of the defects they’re reporting 
(ARTE). The defects will have a response code (ARTE). And that code is alphanumeric. The number 
indicates the immediate action that needs to be taken, so if it’s a ‘1’, it means a speed restriction has to 
be applied, generally speaking (SITU) (KNOW) (CUE) (INDI). ‘2’ means the defect has to be clamped 
(CUE) (KNOW) (INDI). And a ‘3’ is no action (CUE) (KNOW) (INDI). And then the letter determines 
the follow-up action that’s required (CUE) (KNOW) (INDI)(ACT). An ‘IE’ defect would mean it has to 
be removed from the track within 48 hours. And a ‘B’ defect within 7 days. And then there are some 
defects that can remain in the track and be monitored (CUE) (KNOW) (INDI)(ACT). And the 
monitoring period will vary depending on the location (SITU)(ARTE)(KNOW).” – [participant 6] 
In this first case, professional 6 requires information to be passed to them by a third external party in 
regards to all the defects recorded. At this point, the two teams act in collaboration and are dependent on 
each other’s actions and results. Once they get the generated artefacts (e.g. reports and defect records) 
then need to engage with another sensemaking process; that of going through the coding of the reported 
defects. Defect coding follows current situation standards and constitutes a ‘lexicon’ that professionals 
(as individuals) need to know in order to ‘decipher’ it. Each defect is coded in a way that can be 
semantically-associated to the nature of the defect. This process is part of cue extracting and placing 
meaning in asset defects.  
However, understanding information provided by 3rd parties can prove to be challenging to interpret. 
The problematic situation they have to deal with is the lack of coding scheme for the logs (artefacts) 
provided by the 3rd party leading participant 3 to be unable to de-cipher the asset information provided. 
For this process, they rely heavily on appropriate artefact-based and individual-based sensemaking 
through cue extraction. 
“the problem (SITU) we had was the logs (ARTE) have been produced by X [external company/3rd 
party] for diagnostic purposes (INDI) and the log format (ARTE) (CUE) was not documented there was 
no technical documentation (ARTE) (CUE) we could go to explain (INDI)” [participant 3] 
 
6) Data Meta-Analytics (Data needs and gaps definitions): Alongside understanding the nature of the 
available asset data, deciding upon what further data is needed becomes necessary to optimise the 
associated data processing. For example, asset data that 3rd parties may hold may need to be available to 
be able to proceed with asset maintenance planning and modelling. Participant 8 provides below an 
example of how they identified misalignments between action codes and standards within analyses 
reports provided by others. The example below highlights how experience in spotting such flags is 
critical in ensuring robust asset maintenance. 
“Sometimes (EVAL) we have to check the action code against the standards (REFL) (KNOW) (INDI). 
Generally their [inspectors] action code is correct but sometimes (EVAL) (…) there is something there 
when you look through the details (CUE), there’s often something that doesn’t quite tie up (CUE) 
(KNOW), and it flags up (CUE) that it needs to be checked (ACT).” – [participant 8] 
As participant 8 suggests, the process of looking through externally-provided artefacts (e.g. failure 
reports) includes evaluating the mapping of actions codes against the available standards and extracting 
cues on whether this process has been performed correctly (or aligns with team B’s evaluations). Part of 
these evaluations rely on individual’s and group’s existing knowledge (including presence of appropriate 
standards). 
 
7) Post-analytics and Coordination (thresholds identification): The decision on which asset 
performance thresholds constitute healthy behaviour and which not, needs to be collaborative and often 
relies heavily on training, expertise and personal experience – it is also a learning process. Asset 
behaviour may change over time due to a number of reasons including environmental and natural 
degradation. Nevertheless, within a ‘predict-and-prevent’ model of maintenance that relies heavily on 
empirical data, asset health thresholds need to be revisited and revised ‘as and when needed’. Participant 
4, for example, looks upon the provided standards to identify when to remove or replace a degraded 
asset. However, they also utilise their own expertise and experience on performing this removal or 
replacement (there are either no or limited standards in certain areas within asset maintenance on how to 
perform asset maintenance tasks – however, there are standards on when to perform such tasks). The 
way that certain asset maintenance tasks take place is decided by the asset maintenance expert 
responsible at the given moment. 
“So it’s checked (ACT). We decide (COLL)… the standards (INFO)(ARTE) will say it has to be removed 
within a certain time frame (INFO). It doesn’t say how it’s to be removed (INFO). So many of the 
defects, the smaller defects, we can weld repair (EVAL). Some of them (EVAL), we have to re-route 
(ACT), but that’s our decision (EVAL)(ACT)(COLL)” – [participant 4] 
8) Determine Asset Status: Uncertainties can occur in relation to data quality, data validity and asset 
priorities at a given moment. At the same time, deciding upon what status an asset maintains and what 
the appropriate maintenance regime is for that particular asset is a critical process. On a strategic / macro 
contextual level, determining uncertainties, asset status and regime is a strongly collaborative decision-
making step that can take place over a period of time and rather than momentarily (e.g. as it may occur 
within a reactive maintenance incident context). Participant 2 below gives an example of the 
‘negotiation’ and communication process they had to go through themselves to reduce their 
uncertainties in regards to the information they were given in an asset maintenance report: 
“[got hold] of these two conflicting (EVAL) (CUE) pieces of information (ARTE)(INFO) with me (INDI) 
so when I (queried?) (COLL)(ARTE) [I found that] would last a bit longer (INFO),” [participant 2] 
In this case, the report was related to the determination of the timeline lifecycle of a particular type of 
asset proposing a ‘replacement’ date. The sensemaking process (in resolving their identified mismatch) 
included individually evaluating the information and artefacts they had available (drawing from their 
own knowledge and expertise portfolio) and then querying about further information collaboratively. 
Similarly in the case of participant 3 below, the rationale of the data that is being provided on asset 
maintenance reports is questioned as a means for -not necessarily- challenging the data given but more 
so as a means for understanding, digesting and processing the data to transform it to information and 
intelligence – furthermore, detail can be critical in asset maintenance especially in cases of critical 
services provision and planning: 
“because there were uncertainties (EVAL) about what the detail was for something like the upgrade 
(SITU) we cared about the seconds (…) we cared about fractions of seconds really cause it all add up 
and makes a difference (EVAL)” – [participant 3] 
9) Board/Organisational Evaluations (decision-making on feasibility): When all the above set of 
decision-making processes take place, a feasibility asset maintenance report is generated and taken to 
the Board to decide upon whether the proposed maintenance strategy is feasible and viable. Participant 
10 below links explicitly this notion of board decision-making to the level of quality the business (and 
consequently the service) offers. Transparency is critical for transport services as they can get public 
and/or private funds that necessitate compliance and clarity on how these funds get spend for the good 
of the service. The feasibility of asset maintenance projects that get the ‘green light’ to go ahead go 
through a scrutinising process where a number of factors are discussed that can determine the success or 
failure of the project – certain transparency processes are in place to guard this check-up (e.g. 
XXXXXXXXXX in the example below): 
“the business, it is like a level of quality, isn’t it, that we are transparent and obviously because of our 
level of our business (…)we get funded and all the rest of it (…) we have to be compliant and 
transparent and one of this is XXXXXXXXXXX - that’s my understanding of the process (KNOW) 
(SITU) (INDI)- we -as a business (COLL) have this reviewing (INFO) to achieve a certain level or to 
pass we have to prove (COLL) (ACT) below how we do things in lots of layers” [participant 10] 
Participant 10 demonstrates how business and service work on layers. This hierarchical structure leads 
to an individual sensemaking approach where individual professionals create their own understanding of 
business levels and processes embedded within the overarching business ethos. Participant 10 further 
elaborates on how collaboratively now (as opposed to individually before) have to prove (through 
action) the quality of their processes to their funders.  
 10) Board/Organisational Evaluations (internal iterative discussions): Once a verdict on the asset 
maintenance regime report is generated by the Board, it is then communicated to asset maintenance 
teams (e.g. sponsors and operations). Following that, available maintenance options are internally 
discussed and decisions upon how they are going to be realised take place. Participant 3 for example, 
discussed the internal discussions they (as a team) went through as a result of the strategic shift to using 
empirical asset data rather than experience. Acknowledging that acquiring such data can be time-
consuming they (as a team again) engaged in a discussion to identify available options to optimise 
empirical data acquisition (this is a process that links strongly with the next step (i.e. point 11). 
“so I was in support team and to say what our options for accelerating this whole process what can we 
do and I worked with the existing upgrades team (COLL) to work through that and got into saying “but 
we want empirical data but we want it really quickly” (SITU)(EVAL) so whereas normally it would take 
weeks or months to collect the x data actually “how soon could we get as accurate data as possible” we 
looked a few options (COLL) (CUE)… actually looking at the X data (ARTE) was the last option 
(EVAL) because it wasn’t that source we knew (PATT)(KNOW) and so knew we have to do work to 
build an interpreting data (ACT)” – [participant 3] 
The sensemaking situation outlined above has to do with an uncertainty as to how/whether they can get 
accurate empirical data within a strict limited time constraint. They engage into a collaborative 
evaluation process to look through the different options. Within this process, they evaluate each option 
individually and they prioritise them based on what patterns they identify regarding feasibility – these 
patterns appear to be drawn from their already existing knowledge and experience.  
 
11) Fixing Asset (Preparing maintenance activities): Part of putting the decisions made (as outlined 
above) into action includes deciding what preparatory activities are needed in order to put the 
maintenance plan in place. Especially, within an empirical data-processing perspective, it is necessary to 
define what filtering is needed to streamline the agreed asset maintenance protocol before moving to the 
next stage of asset maintenance. Participant 3 continued this discussion by going through the different 
steps they went through to filter out the raw asset data they were getting from the external party 
engineers – part of this filtering was to identify meaningful from non-meaningful data and useful from 
non-useful data: 
“we built (COLL) we … our engineers extract the information (ARTE) from them (CUE) and we built a 
lot of analyzing to work through all of that (INFO)(KNOW) (…) threw most of it away (EVAL) (ACT) 
because it wasn’t stuff we were interested in (EVAL) but extracted from there (CUE)” [participant 3] 
As the participant  above discusses, they work collaboratively to make sense of the information 
(artefact) they have available through cue extraction. They also suggest an iterative evaluation process 
for their sensemaking that results in a number of actions such as disregarding analysed data 
acknowledging no use for them. 
 
12) Fixing Asset (Maintenance strategy shifts): Especially within ‘hybrid’ maintenance provision 
models (e.g. incorporating both proactive and reactive elements), it is necessary to decide upon what 
and when it is needed to perform asset maintenance strategy shifts to maximise the quality of asset data 
collected and to ensure the service is running safely, reliably and robustly. Maintenance strategy shifts 
can be dependent not only on the nature of the asset (e.g. type and built) but also on their location as 
participant 8 outlines below. Furthermore, scheduled and reactive asset maintenance within the general 
lifecycle are approaches the constantly interplay with each other. As participant 8 mentions below, it is 
about understanding the circumstances and prioritising accordingly: 
“It depends on the location (EVAL)(ARTE)(KNOW). Generally speaking, at the moment, 3 times a week. 
Some locations, twice a week. We are looking to change some of those[regime] (COLL), but that 
change process has been long and drawn out and difficult…to reduce it. To extend the time between 
inspections. (…) It’s been involved in lots of discussions (ARTE) (COLL) with trade union and health 
and safety reps, and it’s lagged on for… well actually, for years. (…) If we find something that needs to 
be dealt with straight away (EVAL) (…)it just becomes an urgent job (PROC)(CONN) and we deal with 
it as it needs to (ACT). I suppose, the most critical thing we have to deal with would be something like a 
broken rail” – [participant 8] 
Extending time elapsed between inspections constitutes a long-term goal acknowledging the difficulties 
in achieving this. The process of identifying and applying the most appropriate asset maintenance 
regime is a complex decision depending on a number of different and diverse parameters e.g. asset 
location and XXXXXXXXXXXXXX needs. It is a collaborative process that involves a series of 
periodic discussions (artefacts), intra and inter-group communications that realise both on horizontal and 
vertical layers within the business hierarchy. On a localised and micro context level, asset maintenance 
professionals need to evaluate a maintenance situation on a one-to-one basis and prioritise the criticality 
of the incident accordingly. If it is urgent, then their actions will be immediate (reactive maintenance and 
asset data collection as an action of asset maintenance). 
13) Asset Data Collection: Once strategy shifts are decided, the asset maintenance protocol is ready 
and available for execution. Its execution involves collecting asset data to start constructing empirically-
driven performance models that can potentially be used for service planning activities such as 
timetabling. Asset data is being collected by operational stuff and fed into the system for further 
processing. Participant 5 below demonstrates how the use of technology can change the way asset data is 
collected and transmitted to themselves and other associated experts. 
“And then there are a number of other specialist inspections (ACT). And then of course there’s the track 
recording vehicle (ARTE), which gives us data on track geometry (ARTE). Both of those things will feed 
into our maintenance plans (ACT) (…) my technical team will be managing some of the manual 
interventions (ARTE) will just be done by the local supervisors (ACT) and they’ll arrange that 
themselves. (…) It all goes into XXXXXXXXXXX via handheld devices (ARTE). Track recording 
information (INFO) comes as a series of different reports (ARTE). Well they’re emailed to us now, but 
then there’s the analogue trace is paper (ARTE). That’s still in that format.” – [participant 5] 
 
14) Determine new Asset status: This further data processing is currently being performed by 
operation professionals based on their knowledge base, expertise and experience and may involve a 
series of collaborative steps with other associated professionals. However, within a proactive 
maintenance shift, it is anticipated that this decision-making task will be assisted by appropriately 
designed algorithmic approaches for handling complex asset Big Data. Understanding asset status (i.e. 
determining whether it is healthy, borderline failed/close to failure) is an iterative decision stage that 
needs to be monitored throughout a proactive and reactive maintenance cycle. There are however, some 
differences as to how these stages develop depending on whether the asset maintenance mode is reactive 
or proactive. For example, within a reactive mode, understanding an asset’s status is dependent on a 
shorter turnaround timeline (e.g. decisions need to be made fast and potentially ‘on-the-fly’ as 
demonstrated earlier on through our professionals’ discussions). On the contrary, within a proactive 
mode, an extended decision-making timeline is supported as new asset-related information regarding 
asset health becomes available at earlier stages within the asset maintenance lifecycle. 
“They do some analysis offline (CONN), directly off the train itself.(…) There were operating staff there 
as well, as they would always be. So they clamped the defect (ACT), we put the speed restriction on 
(ACT), and they had to move the chair (ACT)… a route chair because the defect was close to the chair 
(EVAL). So the support had been removed so they had to put wedges in as well (ACT). I wasn’t 
confident that the wedges would stay there all day (REFL) (KNOW), so even though we had a speed 
restriction on, I arranged for a couple of inspections to take place through the day (EVAL) (ACT).” – 
[participant 7] 
Analyses of maintenance data occurs both online and offline and with the presence of additional 
professionals. Proceeding analyses, maintenance actions follow and this is not a static process. For 
example, formative asset data analyses completion does not necessarily mean that asset evaluation 
finishes; instead, it is a continuous process that gets evaluated and re-evaluated periodically and for the 
duration of the maintenance regime.  
 
5. Discussion and Limitations 
The work presented in this paper aimed to apply a sensemaking approach to the processes of asset 
maintenance with a view to informing predictive asset maintenance strategy and technology. In practice, 
decision-making, sensemaking and process activities often intermingle in such a way that it is difficult to 
separate them when mapping asset maintenance processes. We found that asset maintenance processes 
incorporate a strong element of maintenance management. This management and strategic maintenance 
can manifest within both localised maintenance processes (e.g. planning and executing asset 
maintenance on particular parts of the rail network – localized operational (micro)-context) and within 
more global and strategic maintenance processes (e.g. planning and executing asset maintenance on a 
single line(s) – strategic global (macro)context). Furthermore, different modes of sensemaking (e.g. 
individual, collaborative and artefact-based) interplay through a typical planned (routine) or reactive 
asset maintenance process whether this occurs on a localized or strategic setting. Instead of observing 
isolated sensemaking processes within the asset lifecycle (as have been theorised and empirically-
concluded in other research domains (e.g.firefighting (Dyrks, Denef and Ramierz 2008;, crime 
investigation (Baber, Attfield, Wong and Rooney 2013); rail accidents (Busby and Hibberd 2004)), we 
found that all these different modes of sensemaking emerge and develop within asset maintenance 
lifecycles independently of whether maintenance processes are localised and operational (micro) or 
strategic (macro). We found that participants acknowledge heavily the importance of strategic 
maintenance and that ground operators need to be aware of these strategies and business priorities in 
order to make sense of the incident situation and in order to perform efficiently their day-to-day 
operational asset maintenance. As such, we propose to view rail asset maintenance sensemaking 
processes from a holistic point of view where both individual, collaborative and artefact-based 
approaches synergise to support and enhance effective and safe rail asset maintenance on both a 
strategic (global and macro) and localised operational (micro) level. The above are core findings and 
contributions within this paper as existing asset maintenance models approach maintenance from either 
one perspective or another, with a lesser emphasis on the how strategic global asset maintenance aspects 
intermingle with localised ones.  
 
We found that there is a strong timeline element when identifying asset maintenance activities, which are 
often characterized by iterations and not necessarily concrete sequential activities. Dadashi et al. (2014), 
suggested that within a Railway II setting, data collected goes through a series of processing stages. 
These stages start from raw data (as collected via e.g. sensors), moving towards an information stage (in 
which data is filtered and matched to prior data). This leads to the construction of a knowledge base that 
transforms raw data to intelligence incorporating aspects from organizational culture, human automation 
interactions, user engagements and work organization. Within our work in asset maintenance we found 
that these stages intermingle and do not necessarily follow a serial process necessarily. Professionals, 
depending on their role, expertise, mindset and personal style, engage into data processing in different 
ways through a series of iterative loops that involve the engagement of both internal and 3rd party 
experts and incorporating both individual, collaborative and artefact-based sensemaking.  
 
A ground operator, for example, will interpret raw asset data with a different motivation, mind-set and 
knowledge base from an asset maintenance engineer – the same applies for asset managers and 
operations engineers. We found that this process of interpreting and understanding asset data benefits 
heavily from the engineer’s own prior experience and working culture. We posit that this finding has 
strong similarities to processes defined within the sensemaking literature and indeed, maintenance 
processes embed sensemaking processes on a multi-level context. For example, as seen in the literature 
(e.g. Weick 1995; Baber and McMaster 2016; Klein 2007; 2011; Perry 2003; 2013) sensemaking can be 
individual, collaborative and/or utilizing environmental artefacts (internal or external). Within asset 
maintenance processes, understanding maintenance problem, asset status and interdependencies can be 
both individual (e.g. one operator’s) and collaborative (e.g. across different engineers) sensemaking 
processes that can also rely on artefacts (e.g. own’s experience, expertise, mindset, maintenance reports, 
meeting minutes, 3rd party knowledge etc.), often at the same time. We found that within a standard asset 
maintenance lifecycle, all these different sensemaking processes intermingle and occur iteratively. 
 
We also found that business culture, business strategy, in-house expertise and third parties play each of 
them a fundamental role in interpreting data, in synthesizing data into useful information (e.g. 
sensemaking and identifying ‘cause and effect’) and transforming it to intelligence that can put in 
context.  
5.1 Theoretical implications 
Building upon the RPD model of sensemaking (Klein and Crandall 1995; Klein 2011), we have adapted 
the model to fit in the rail asset maintenance context as we found that operators, ground engineers and 
asset managers utilize their own experiences to reach to fast decisions under uncertain, constrained and 
stressful environments (e.g. asset failures, budget constraints, maintenance planning).  
 
We propose an adapted RPD model consisting of 5 core phases: 1) situation setting; 2) data or cue 
extraction; 3) Cues/Hints Schemas construction; 4) Connection-Making and 5) Decision-Making and 
Action Scripts (Fig. 4 ). This adapted RPD sensemaking model for asset maintenance focusses on 4 
principles (acronym SENSE PLAN) which are the following: SENSE – this involves sensing asset status 
and contextual factors (including connection-making and processing); PLAN – this involves planning 
maintenance activities and strategies (including making plans based on existing knowledge and prior 
experience); ACTION – this involves performing asset maintenance actions depending on the role of the 
professional in each case such as making a phone call to fetch the most appropriate ground operator (e.g. 
if the professional is an incident response and command manager) or fixing the asset on the ground (e.g. 
if a ground engineering) – as such, this stage can include both decision-making and action tasks; and 
NEED – this involves identifying the operational and strategic needs to perform asset maintenance in the 
short and long-term (including interdependencies amongst assets, expertise and need for additional 
artefacts).  
 
During the Data/Cue extraction, certain artefacts can be used to assist the asset maintenance process 
such as asset raw data, environment and service data (e.g. notes, weather and asset reports, maps, asset 
logs, calls, discussions, videos, spreadsheets). These artefacts constitute and contribute to the 
development of both cognitive (e.g. internal) and social toolkits (e.g. external such as communication 
and collaboration with others) that asset maintenance professionals can employ during the asset 
maintenance lifecycle whether this is reactive of planned. Following data/cue extraction, professionals 
engage with available information and existing intelligence (acquired through their experiences and 
expertise) and formulate a joint knowledge base that feeds into the schematization of hints in regards to 
how to react and maintain an asset.  
 
[INSERT FIG. 4 HERE] 
Fig. 4 The RPD Sensemaking Model of Rail Asset Maintenance (the color-coding used maps onto the 4 
principles SENSE PLAN; the blue sections correspond to SENSE; the red section to PLAN and 
ACTION and the orange section to NEED) 
 
What professionals need to perform next is to make connections amongst the different information and 
intelligence they have at their disposal, which will lead to adapting their existing mental models of asset 
maintenance situations. This iterative process involves evaluating and re-evaluating the new and 
emerging information, data, knowledge and intelligence connections. This connection-making will 
inform the decision-making necessary to trigger the action scripts relevant to asset maintenance (e.g. 
dispatch appropriate personnel, resume service, halt service, identify criticalities and minimize knock-on 
effects). This decision-making stage feeds back to the situation setting with the aim to change and 
improve it (in rail maintenance, that would be to recover the service and/or fix the asset that failed). 
We also found that training (or lack of training) and data processing can potentially increase complexity 
(or perceived complexity) independently of the mode of that asset maintenance (reactive or predictive). 
When using empirical data to inform and construct performance models or plan timetables, the ability to 
process asset data to inform decision-making becomes even more demanding. We found that sometimes 
interpretation of empirical raw data may need to be outsourced to third parties leading to increased 
complexity in the process. This process moves from being an individual (or company-based) 
sensemaking process towards a more collaborative one as both company’s and 3rd party’s experts work 
together to understand the new asset data.  This is further evidence of the importance of cross-
organisational factors affecting the success of predictive maintenance solutions identified by Golightly, 
Kefalidou and Sharples (2017).  
 
5.2 Practical implications 
We anticipate that after the maintenance shift towards a more ‘predict and prevent’ model of 
maintenance, higher level sensemaking data processes (e.g. knowledge and intelligence) and Experts-
Data-Interactions (EDI) will have to be distributed across all data processing stages as understanding 
asset data becomes more complex and bigger. The higher number of raw data facilitators (e.g. sensors) 
are introduced into the asset network system (and consequently into the service) the lower are going to 
be the levels of raw data processing that need to take place to facilitate higher levels of sensemaking. 
For example, within the context of modern intelligent decision support tools for asset maintenance, 
technologies should support and facilitate enhanced communication interactions amongst all the relevant 
parties (external and internal stakeholders) as our participants highlighted within our data. Mapping this 
need to our proposed sensemaking model, such a technological facilitation would support ‘data/cue 
extraction’ using historical, empirical and ‘live (through remote sensors) data through a ‘socio-cognitive 
toolkit’ which would be comprised of a number of technological and interactive ‘artefacts’ to which both 
managerial and ground asset maintenance professionals could have access to. In effect, this could act as 
an ‘artefacts interactive database that would be updated continuously as new asset data is dropped into 
the system (e.g. via the remote sensors) or calculated (e.g. via the predictive mechanisms and algorithms 
at the back-end). The processing facilitated through the ‘socio-cognitive toolkit’ would generate 
‘cues/hints schemas’ that would interact with another knowledge database (i.e. ‘Reflective Practice’ 
database), the purpose of which is to provide a physical and cognitive space for sharing joint knowledge 
and prior experiences on processes, procedures, standards and meta-analyses of external sources. Again, 
this reinforces the importance of knowledge management, both within a given organisation, and across 
the supply chain, for predictive maintenance (Golightly, Kefalidou and Sharples, 2017). This database 
would need to incorporate both operational and strategic joint knowledge and would act as a ‘feeder’ to 
the ‘cues/hints schemas’ construction. The generated schemata of the asset maintenance situation would 
be passed on to a ‘connection-making planner’ that would act as a platform to formulate a ‘common 
operation picture’ for both operational and strategic maintenance levels. Once this common picture and 
the shared understanding is visualized, then a decision-support tool takes this visualization and 
‘translates’ it to a set of ‘action plan scripts’, which can take the form of a suggestions list of 
maintenance actions mapped to severity and priority levels. Within a proactive maintenance mode (e.g. 
using remote diagnostics), such a sensemaking model (and a technological innovation based on it) would 
need to be supported by a strong technological infrastructure that offers high predictive algorithmic 
power at the back end and appropriate hardware and database management that can handle the volumes 
of Big asset Data that is being constantly generated through the remote sensors. While remote sensing 
can provide a more realistic depiction of an asset’s health (and thus, more reliable sensemaking on its 
condition based on our proposed adapted sensemaking model), it would necessitate strong interpretive 
capabilities to analyse such Big Data and to be able to construct valid or appropriate ‘cues/hints 
schemas’ that will lead to efficient connection-making. In effect, by introducing new assets (i.e. remote 
sensors) attached to the ‘legacy’ assets, the complexity of the rail network increases and this complexity 
needs to be addressed and managed accordingly through analytics and new types of planned 
maintenance. 
 
Furthermore, within a proactive maintenance mode, knowledge integration to an intelligence hub (e.g. 
planning maintenance) can occur within a different timescale (e.g. allowing more time to plan for 
maintenance cycles to run rather than plan ‘on-the-fly’ maintenance actions as happens within a reactive 
maintenance mode). It seems that a separate (or even adaptive) and personalised data infrastructure is 
needed to not only support future proactive asset maintenance but also to accommodate and support the 
shift and transition from a reactive maintenance mode as well as facilitating the co-existence of both 
legacy and ubiquitous systems.  
 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we presented results from our investigation of rail asset maintenance processes with asset 
maintenance and management experts. We found that asset maintenance lifecycle is influenced strongly 
by human-centric factors such as experience, mind-set and knowledge and that a lot of these processes 
are intrinsically sensemaking processes that are individual-based, collaborative and artefact-based at the 
same time. Furthermore, our work here emphasised the need to approach and understand asset 
maintenance from both a strategic global (macro) level and a more localized operational (micro) level. 
This is because our data suggests that all professionals independent of their seniority, current position 
and expertise, are acknowledging the importance of syncing and adjusting to the strategic maintenance 
levels even when operating within a localized context. It seems that strategic priorities are more 
intrinsically embedded within operational maintenance processes than it was believed before.  
Identifying human factors and sensemaking processes in asset maintenance can change the way that asset 
maintenance engineers approach and execute processes, procedures and standards when maintaining 
assets and can promote a more enhanced awareness of strategic and operational priorities.  
 
We also identified a series of different process timelines that highlight core stages within asset 
maintenance and management within a localized operational (micro) and global strategic (macro) 
complex socio-technical system settings. We particularly found that these micro and macro-context 
timelines share both similarities and differences. For example, while information input is necessary to 
trigger and sustain the asset maintenance cycle in both cases, the type of information -and indeed the 
source of that information- varies (e.g. understanding a maintenance issue necessitate input internally 
from within the operating team and associated teams (i.e. horizontal layer – team(s) across the business 
organisation) on a micro-context; on the other hand, on a macro-context level, information can come as 
e.g. externally defined tasks from the higher levels of the organisation). I think this is a really useful 
contribution for usercentred design, because most people are just designing for the operational / reactive 
situation, and not thinking about the strategic. A second really useful outcome of the paper is the 
emphasis on collaborative sensemaking. This is somewhat apparent in the operational, but because of 
the strategic, which involves group decision making and board level strategy, is again something that is 
lost in the typical HCI research that one might draw on for RCM systems. 
 
Furthermore, the step of understanding an asset (e.g. on a micro-context) extends to a broader need to 
understand asset issues and interdependencies on a more strategic and long-term level when on a macro-
context. As asset maintenance and management shifts more towards the utilisation of empirical asset 
data to perform planning and maintenance tasks, more asset data becomes available for analyses and 
meta-analyses (e.g. Big Data analytics and post-analytics). Such a stage becomes strongly apparent when 
performing asset maintenance on a macro-level as more aspects and parts of the transport network and 
processes become dependent on it. Furthermore, macro-context process timelines encompass inevitably 
more process steps as their individual lifecycle extends further in the maintenance horizon. This can 
potentially have technological implications as to how to support best both longer-term and shorter-term 
asset maintenance procedures and processes. For example, under a ‘predict-and-prevent’ maintenance 
approach, processes change to become heavily supervisory and monitoring sensemaking on a longer 
lifespan while under a ‘reactive’ approach processes tend to become more of emergent sensemaking and 
within a shorter lifespan. Future steps to expand this investigation could include ethnomethodological 
in-situ observations to validate and enrich current insights. 
Despite the insights in asset maintenance that our research has provided, our present study has some 
limitations as well. For example, while our current participant sample incorporated maintenance 
professionals from both managerial, sponsor-based and operational-based backgrounds, it has been 
limited in terms of numbers. A next step would be to conduct a study with a wider sample size that 
incorporates professionals from 3rd parties and external individuals that contribute to the asset 
maintenance processes of Rail. In that way, we can gain further insights as to what strategic and 
operational priorities the other stakeholders (e.g. 3rd parties) entail and how they fit within the strategic 
and operational maintenance priorities of Rail transport. Furthermore, the current methodological 
approach adopted within the present research focused on a CDM approach in data collection that 
prompted participants to discuss key asset maintenance incidents within their career. While the timelines 
of these key incidents were cross-validated with participants at the moment of the data collection, they 
may had not captured a full range of key maintenance incidents due to time and resource limitations and 
constraints. A next step would be to ‘cross-validate’ and expand these key incidents through the 
utilization of additional research data collection approaches that complement CDMs. Examples of such 
could be observational methods and ethnomethodology that would help capturing incidents and 
experiences ‘as-and-when’ they occur within the natural operational and strategic environment (as 
opposed to CDMs recollection and reflection approaches). Furthermore, employing questionnaires 
would assist in capturing experiences and insights from a bigger sample size of asset maintenance 
professionals. 
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